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ABSTRACT

Optimization of catalytic materials for a given application is greatly constrained by linear scaling relations. Recently, however, it has been demonstrated that it is possible to reversibly modulate the chemisorption of molecules on nanomaterials by charging (i.e., injection or removal of electrons) and hence reversibly and selectively modify catalytic activity beyond structure–activity correlations. The fundamental physical relation between the properties of the material, the charging process, and the chemisorption energy however remains unclear, and a systematic exploration and optimization of charge-switchable sorbent materials is not yet possible. Using hybrid DFT calculations of CO₂ chemisorption on hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) nanosheets with several types of defects and dopants, we here reveal the existence of fundamental correlations between the electron affinity of a material and charge-induced chemisorption, show how defect engineering can be used to modulate the strength and efficiency of the adsorption process, and demonstrate that excess electrons stabilize many topological defects. We then show how these insights could be exploited in the development of new electrocatalytic materials and the synthesis of doped nanomaterials. Moreover, we demonstrate that calculated chemical properties of charged materials are highly sensitive to the employed computational methodology due to the self-interaction error, which underlines the theoretical challenge posed by such systems.
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INTRODUCTION

The development and optimization of new high-performing heterogeneous catalysts and interfacial materials is an ongoing challenge. A major limitation of most conventional catalytic processes is the existence of linear scaling relations that connect the activity of many materials for a wide range of surface reactions.\textsuperscript{1-3} This means that although many chemical parameters of a material can in principle be independently changed, resulting surface properties—such as binding energies and reaction rates—are highly correlated. In practice, the chemical properties of most materials are only found in a very narrow range, for example manifesting in a so-called “volcano plot” that characterizes many catalysts.\textsuperscript{2,3}

Overcoming these scaling laws is a major point of interest in catalysis research and poses an important challenge to theory and experiment alike. Using theoretical calculations, non-equilibrium reaction conditions have been proposed as a way to widen the parameter space of the catalytic process. On one hand, the electronic properties of a catalyst could be dynamically tuned through, e.g., ferroelectric polarization\textsuperscript{4} or external electric fields,\textsuperscript{5} in order to access properties outside of standard volcano-type relations. On the other hand, the catalyst could be integrated into a non-equilibrium non-thermal plasma environment, in which nonequilibrium charge distributions\textsuperscript{6} or overpopulated vibrationally excited molecular states\textsuperscript{7} can significantly alter the surface chemistry beyond what would be accessible at thermodynamic equilibrium. The remarkable success stories of these preliminary investigations hint at the existence of a completely new, unexplored, discipline in surface science.

A particularly interesting application of such nonequilibrium states to interfacial processes is the controlled charging or polarization of materials. It has been most commonly investigated for reversible gas adsorption in the context of CO\textsubscript{2} capture and H\textsubscript{2} storage,\textsuperscript{8} on 2D nanomaterials such as hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), where strong electric fields\textsuperscript{9} and
excess charges$^{10}$ can be used as a “switch” to reversibly change the affinity of the material for a particular molecule. Depending on the electric state, a material can interact differently with molecules, and can hence have properties that are not solely determined by its chemical composition or confined by common linear scaling relations. Effectively, a single material could cycle through a set of different chemical properties, each of which is “just right” for a specific process step (e.g., gas capture and subsequent release). Furthermore, wider implications of charging for catalytic reactions,$^{6}$ material synthesis$^{11}$ and phase transitions$^{12}$ have also been suggested. A whole new range of processes becomes available even for well-characterized materials, and many new exciting consequences of this phenomenon are awaiting discovery.

Due to the novelty of the research field, little systematic insight into the mechanisms underpinning charge-tuned gas adsorption has so far been gained. CO$_2$ capture has been most commonly investigated; electron injection can turn the molecule–surface interaction from physisorption into chemisorption for several 2D materials, primarily graphitic nitrides.$^{8,10,13-16}$ In most systems the chemisorption energy appears to be correlated to the overall electron density—higher densities induce stronger binding—but there is no obvious method to a priori predict on which material binding is strongly charge responsive, what the required charge density for chemisorption is, or to what extent charge-responsive properties of a given material can be tuned or engineered. The fundamental physics behind charge-responsive adsorption remains unknown, which means that the specific materials and charging conditions reported in the literature seem somewhat arbitrary, although some efforts have recently been made to develop appropriate and consistent computational methodologies free of artefacts, opening the door for more systematic studies.$^{17}$

One underexplored aspect of charge-modulated molecular adsorption has been its relation to the processes of charging itself. Indeed, if adsorption on a material becomes more exothermic
upon negative (positive) charging, this additionally released energy must have been provided by the injection of excess electrons (holes); bringing a material to a nonzero net charge requires a certain amount of work, which in some cases can be recovered in the form of improved chemisorption. The precise balance between supplied charging energy and obtained heat of adsorption is an important aspect by which the suitability of candidate charge-controlled gas capture processes should be judged. Moreover, once this relation is understood, it becomes possible to systematically screen and optimize new materials, and specifically select or control the surface processes at catalytic materials for arbitrary charge states. Essentially, such knowledge would give charge-modulated process on surfaces an analogue to the scaling relations in traditional (thermo)catalysis, which provide a simple way to explore and characterize a multidimensional material space in terms of low-dimensional correlations, and simplify the search for catalysts with certain desired properties.\textsuperscript{1-3}

In this contribution we show how charge-modulated adsorption on 2D nanomaterials is governed by simple fundamental correlations. Using CO\textsubscript{2} adsorption on $h$-BN as a paradigmatic test case, we demonstrate the existence of a linear one-to-one relation between work of charging and chemisorption strength, and reveal how introduction of defects can tune the efficiency and strength of charge modulation. We then discuss how these insights can lead to the systematic development of new materials for sorption and catalysis.

**COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS**

**General methodology**

All calculations were carried out with CP2K\textsuperscript{18,19} in the GPW formalism\textsuperscript{20} with GTH pseudopotentials.\textsuperscript{21,22} Dispersion corrections were omitted in order to purely capture electronic contributions to the energy. To minimize basis set incompleteness errors, the Kohn-Sham orbitals were expanded in a large doubly polarized triple-$\zeta$ (m-TZV2P) basis set,\textsuperscript{23}
while the cutoff for the density was 1000 Ry. Computation of exact exchange was made feasible by the auxiliary density matrix method (ADMM), employing a small uncontracted polarized triple-ζ (pFIT3) basis. We used PBE as semilocal exchange–correlation functional, whereas hybrid calculations were carried out with HSE06.

The predicted bandgap by HSE is dependent on the effect range of the exact exchange term, which is controlled by a screening parameter $\omega$, and defined by the limiting cases of $\omega = 0$ (exact exchange over the full interaction range, i.e., the PBE0 functional) and $\omega \rightarrow \infty$ (no exact exchange, or standard fully semilocal PBE). A value of $\omega = 0.11$ a.u. is most commonly recommended and used in the standard HSE06 functional, together with a theoretically justified 0.25 fraction of exact exchange. HSE06 is untested for this type of charge-modulated adsorption, but it appears to give the most reliable band gaps: the direct band gap of $h$-BN has been experimentally estimated to be 5.97 eV, which matches well with the value of 6.05 eV we obtained with this standard HSE06.

Following our own recommendations, a Martyna-Tuckerman solver was used to impose mixed boundary conditions (only periodic along the two surface directions). As reported earlier, adsorption energies on charged surfaces (or neutral materials subjected to an external electric field) are highly sensitive to periodicity normal to the surface, and lead to unreproducible errors when comparing systems with different dimensions or charge densities. Fundamentally, fully periodic cells will not result in realistic interaction energies. For example, according to the classical result for a charged plate, the electrostatic potential $V$ in the vacuum region should be a linear function of the distance to the surface $L$, following the relation $V(L) = \sigma L/2\varepsilon_0$ (with $\sigma$ the surface charge density and $\varepsilon_0$ the vacuum permittivity). As shown in Figure S1 (Supporting Information), this shape of the electrostatic potential is correctly obtained when the periodicity along the cell’s $Z$ direction is removed, whereas it is
incorrect in the fully periodic cell. Note that besides our own report\textsuperscript{17} on the consequences of these unphysical approaches to electrostatics for chemisorption in the literature, similar observations were recently made in the context of electrochemical barriers\textsuperscript{32} and charge-driven phase transitions.\textsuperscript{33}

**Absolute versus relative energies in charged cells**

We compute the adsorption energy of CO\textsubscript{2} on any material of charge $q$ as

$$E_{ads}(q) = E^{\text{sheet+CO}_2}(q) - E^{\text{sheet}}(q) - E^{CO_2}, \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $E^{\text{sheet+CO}_2}(q)$ the energy of the adsorption complex at charge $q$, $E^{\text{sheet}}(q)$ the energy of the nanosheet only, and $E^{CO_2}$ the energy of an isolated CO\textsubscript{2} molecule.

It is, however, not possible to directly evaluate the charging energy $E_C(q)$ of a material using a similar strategy. Electronic energies calculated in charged periodic simulation cells include an electrostatic contribution from an implicit homogenous compensating background charge: its presence is a consequence of avoiding the divergence catastrophe of charged periodic systems, and makes it impossible to directly compare energies calculated for systems of different size or charge. Indeed, the total energy of any charged system as obtained from periodic DFT calculation is composed of the “true” energy $E^0(q)$, and some (physically meaningless) contribution from the background charge $E^{BG}(q)$

$$E(q) = E^0(q) + E^{BG}(q), \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

Which means that a naïve calculation of the charging energy in fact leads to

$$E(q) - E(0) = E_C(q) + E^{BG}(q), \hspace{1cm} (3)$$
with $E(q)$ being the total energy of the charged material and $E(0)$ that of the neutral system, and assuming the true charging energy should be defined as $E_c(q) = E^0(q) - E(0)$.

In contrast, computation of adsorption energies involves a comparison of two systems with the same cell dimensions and net charge, which means that the $E_{BG}(q)$ term is cancelled out through subtraction, a fact that is also implicitly exploited here and also in the literature. Hence, while absolute energies of charged cells are not well-defined, relative energies of cells with the same charge still carry meaning. Therefore, it should be possible to at least calculate the relative charging energy of a material, so that different materials can be compared to a common reference, as long as all charged materials have the same dimensions and charge $q$.

Thus, one can compute a relative charging energy $E_{c}^{rel}(q)$

$$E_{c}^{rel}(q) = E(q) - E(0) - (E_{ref}^{q} - E_{ref}^{0}),$$

as long as a reference system is defined for which $E_{ref}^{0}$ and $E_{ref}^{q}$ can be calculated. Then, the energy terms related to the background charge will vanish, and we have

$$E_{c}^{rel}(q) = E^{0}(q) - E(0) - (E_{0,ref}^{q} - E_{ref}^{0}),$$

which can be used to compare charging characteristics of materials with different compositions.

In all calculations, the reference system corresponds to the pristine $h$-BN sheet of which the energy is evaluated at the HSE06 ($\omega = 0.11$) level.

**Formation energies of defects**

The defect formation energy at charge $q$ can be written as
\[ E^{\text{def}}(q) = E^{\text{def}}(q) - E^{\text{pristine}}(q) - \sum_i n_i \mu_i . \] (6)

\( E^{\text{pristine}}(q) \) is the total energy of the pristine sheet (at charge \( q \)), \( E^{\text{def}}(q) \) the total energy of the defected sheet (also at charge \( q \)), \( \mu_i \) the chemical potential of the added or removed atoms, and \( n_i \) the stoichiometry of the defect formation process. \( \mu_i \) values were computed based on the total energies per atom in the reference compounds N\(_2\), H\(_2\), O\(_2\), and graphite for N, H, O, and C, respectively. By setting \( \mu_N = \frac{1}{2} E_{N_2} \), we explicitly consider defect formation energies under N-rich conditions. Because the \( h \)-BN sheet is in equilibrium, the relation \( \mu_{\text{BN}} = \mu_N + \mu_B \) (where \( \mu_{\text{BN}} \) is the chemical potential of a single BN unit in the pristine sheet) therefore allows us to also define the value of \( \mu_B \) under these N-rich conditions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**Calculated energetics of charged materials are highly sensitive to the level of theory**

As an initial test system, we consider the prototypical case\(^{10}\) of CO\(_2\) adsorption on a 6×6 sheet of hexagonal boron nitride (\( h \)-BN) that carries a net charge of \( 2e^- \) (excess electron density of about \( 10^{18} \) m\(^{-2}\)), as shown in Figure 1a. Under these conditions, CO\(_2\) adsorption switches from physisorption to chemisorption, for which the PBE functional\(^{25}\) predicts a binding energy of \(-3.14\) eV, following literature results.\(^{10,17}\)
Figure 1: Charge-enhanced CO$_2$ adsorption at $h$-BN. (a) Schematic depiction of the reversible charging/adsorption process. (b) Linear scaling between the charging energy $E_{\text{C}}^{\text{rel}}(q)$ and the adsorption energy $E_{\text{ads}}(q)$ using PBE (blue square) and different flavors of HSE (red diamonds). The coefficient of determination $R^2$ and the standard error $s_y$ are also shown.

A problematic aspect of the (commonly applied) PBE functional is that its accuracy and hence applicability to describe the charged material is unknown. Semilocal density functionals such as PBE are known to underestimate the band gap of materials, and can hence not necessarily be trusted for the study of processes related to electron injection. Nevertheless, all previous studies of charge-modulated chemisorption have specifically relied on calculations using PBE. Any future systematic exploration of charge-responsive material properties would therefore benefit from an assessment of the adequacy of common approximations to the exchange–correlation energy. A hybrid functional such as HSE$^{26,27}$—which replaces some of PBE’s exchange energy term with exact (Hartree–Fock-type) exchange—performs better for band gaps and excitation energies,$^{29}$ but has not yet been applied to charged materials.

To gauge how the inclusion of exact exchange impacts the key properties of the charged material, we revisit the charge-induced chemisorption of CO$_2$ on $h$-BN with HSE. Specifically, we assess the impact of the effective range of the exact exchange term by using different values of the HSE screening parameter $\omega$, in the range of 0.11–0.25 a.u. In Figure
1b, CO₂ chemisorption energies $E_{\text{ads}}(q)$ computed by these different methods are given. They are plotted as a function of the relative work of charging $E_{\text{rel}}^\text{ad}(q)$ at the same level of theory, i.e., the energy required to bring the material to charge $q$, relative to the absolute work of charging $E_C(q)$ computed at the HSE06 (i.e., $\omega = 0.11$) level. Two clear trends can be observed.

First, inclusion of exact exchange strongly increases the predicted chemisorption energy $E_{\text{ads}}(q)$, with HSE06 deviating from the PBE prediction by as much as 0.62 eV, or 20%. Such a behavior is quite unexpected: while inclusion of exact exchange is known to be a necessary requirement to avoid underestimation of the band gap—which here indeed changes from 4.65 eV (PBE) to 6.05 eV (HSE06)—chemisorption is usually already well-described at the GGA level.¹ For instance, thermochemical errors are not expected to be larger than about 0.2 eV³⁴ and CO chemisorption energies on (neutral) transition metal surfaces as calculated by PBE and HSE06, respectively, are almost identical.³⁵

Clearly, the chemistry of charged electrocatalysts poses a hitherto unknown major challenge to common semilocal approaches to DFT. Indeed, combined with previously described convergence issues,¹⁷ previous DFT calculations for this process¹⁰ are in error by up to 1.2 eV. This is an interesting paradox: a class of surface processes that has been almost exclusively discovered and characterized by DFT—arguably a major success story of computational materials science—also exposes as-of-yet unknown weaknesses of DFT. Future systematic explorations of these materials and processes must therefore be accompanied by a more careful and detailed investigation of the general applicability of DFT methods. In the meantime, we will henceforth use and recommend HSE06 because of its general robustness, physical transparency, and good performance for complicated electronic structures in which the self-interaction error can be important.
Second, a perfect linear correlation exists between $E_{\text{rel}}^\text{C}(q)$ and $E_{\text{ads}}(q)$. This result strongly suggests the existence of scaling laws. Not only the chemisorption energy $E_{\text{ads}}(q)$ is highly sensitive to the level of theory, but also the work of charging $E_{\text{C}}^\text{rel}(q)$, which PBE underestimates by 0.71 eV, relative to HSE06. The strong correlation of these two peculiar phenomena points to a shared underlying cause which, like the band gap problem, is most likely affected by the self-interaction error in semilocal DFT. The possible existence of such a common origin of $E_{\text{C}}^\text{rel}(q)$ and $E_{\text{ads}}(q)$ also suggests that the observed linear correlation will hold in a general sense, rather than merely being an artefact of the density functional approximation.

**Introduction of defects or impurities can tune charging as well as adsorption energies**

Is it possible to exploit the correlation of Figure 1b in real systems, i.e., systematically control the charged-state adsorption energy $E_{\text{ads}}(q)$ by tuning the charging energy $E_{\text{C}}(q)$ (or $E_{\text{C}}^\text{rel}(q)$) of a material? Common ways to change the electronic properties of a material are doping and defect engineering; for h-BN, various types of in-plane defects and impurities have been rather well-characterized.\textsuperscript{36-39} Introduction of these small imperfections in the crystal lattice does not majorly change the chemical composition of the surface: new chemistry may appear at the defect site itself, but the rest of the surface can be expected to retain its chemistry. However, such changes can dramatically change the electron affinity of the material, and thus allows for a controlled exploration specifically of the impact of charging properties on the surface chemistry. Furthermore, the effect of defects on charge-responsive adsorption chemistry has not yet been systematically studied.\textsuperscript{8}
Table 1: Relative charging energies $E_{\text{rel}}^C(q)$, and adsorption energies $E_{\text{ads}}(q)$ and $E_{\text{ads}}^{\text{def}}(q)$ for CO$_2$ at different (defected) types of charged $h$-BN. (All energies in eV.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$E_{\text{rel}}^C(q)$</th>
<th>$E_{\text{ads}}(q)^a$</th>
<th>$E_{\text{ads}}^{\text{def}}(q)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pristine</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−3.76</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V$_B$</td>
<td>−6.95</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>−1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V$_N$</td>
<td>−2.55</td>
<td>−1.36</td>
<td>−3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B$_N$</td>
<td>−4.72</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>−1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_B$</td>
<td>−2.65</td>
<td>−1.21</td>
<td>−2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_N$</td>
<td>−3.93</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>−0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_B$</td>
<td>−1.25</td>
<td>−2.55</td>
<td>−2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O$_N$</td>
<td>−0.86</td>
<td>−3.26</td>
<td>−4.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V$_B$-3H</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>−3.72</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Only chemisorption energies are considered. Physisorption is indicated as n/a.

We consider two types of vacancy defects (boron vacancy V$_B$ and nitrogen vacancy V$_N$), substitution of N by B (B$_N$) and vice versa (N$_B$), two types of substitutions by C (C$_N$ and C$_B$), the most common substitution by O (O$_N$), and a H-passivated V$_B$ defect (V$_B$-3H). Of these simple in-plane defects, C$_B$, O$_N$, and V$_B$-3H were found to be very common in $h$-BN samples. Each material model contains a single defect, the charging energy $E_{\text{rel}}^C(q)$—with $q = 2e^-$—is computed at the HSE06 level relative to pristine $h$-BN, and the CO$_2$ adsorption energy $E_{\text{ads}}(q)$ is calculated for adsorption sites away from the defect. If possible, we also calculate the adsorption energy at the defect site, which is labelled $E_{\text{ads}}^{\text{def}}(q)$. All these values are summarized in Table 1.
In almost all cases, in-plane defects reduce the work of charging (i.e., more negative) and, consequently, decrease the chemisorption strength (i.e., closer to zero). This effect is even so large for V\(_B\), B\(_N\), and C\(_N\) that no chemisorption is found to take place at all. When plotted in Figure 2, a striking linear correlation between \(E_{\text{C}}^{\text{rel}}(q)\) and \(E_{\text{ads}}(q)\) can be observed, in keeping with our earlier observation on pristine \(h\)-BN. That is, a linear correlation for \(E_{\text{ads}}(q)<0\) only: once \(E_{\text{C}}^{\text{rel}}(q)\) becomes low enough, no chemisorption is possible anymore.

The fitted relation \(E_{\text{ads}}(q) = a + b E_{\text{C}}^{\text{rel}}(q)\) has \(a = -3.81\) eV and \(b = -0.96\) for this particular surface dimension and charge. According to these fitted values, \(E_{\text{C}}^{\text{rel}}(q) \approx \frac{1}{4}\) eV coincides with a crossover between chemi- and physisorption, consistent with our observations.

Interestingly, the fitted linear parameters for the different defect systems retroactively confirm the generality of the tentative conclusions drawn from the comparison of different density functional approximations (Figure 1b). For that set of calculations, we obtain \(a = -3.74\) eV and \(b = -0.88\). Given that estimated uncertainties on the slopes are in the order of 0.05, the fitted relation appears to be universal for \(h\)-BN and its derivatives, regardless of how the charging energy is tuned.
For the particular adsorption mode considered, the only difference between materials is the presence of remote defects; the actual bonding pattern between CO$_2$ and the surface remains the same and a very “clean” comparison becomes possible. To investigate to what extent our newly discovered linear scaling relation holds for different surface chemistries, we also compared $E_{\text{ads}}^{\text{def}}(q)$ values. Here, we can distinguish between different bonding patterns involving B–CO$_2$, N–CO$_2$, and C–CO$_2$ single bonds, and also more complex coordinations with vacancy defects (Figure 3a–c, and Supporting Information). Yet, even within these tremendous variations in surface chemistry, linear scaling relations can still be observed (Figure 3d). However, sizable deviations from the linear regime remain. This is partly because
the value of $E_{\text{ads}}^{\text{def}}(q)$ in some cases contains contributions other than pure charge-enhancement effects. Indeed, CO$_2$ can already chemisorb on some defects even at neutral charge, i.e., $E_{\text{ads}}^{\text{def}}(0) < 0$, in contrast to pristine $h$-BN or non-defect sites, where all chemisorption is solely attributable to charging effects. This is the case for the two vacancies ($E_{\text{ads}}^{\text{def}}(0)$ of $-1.35$ eV for V$_B$ and $-2.28$ eV for V$_N$) and also B$_N$ ($-0.36$ eV) and O$_N$ ($-0.69$ eV). In order to separate neutral-state surface chemistry (i.e., intrinsic chemical properties of the neutral material) from charge-induced properties, we can define the *adsorption enhancement* due to charging:

$$E_{\text{ads}}^{\text{def}}(0 \rightarrow q) = E_{\text{ads}}^{\text{def}}(q) - E_{\text{ads}}^{\text{def}}(0).$$  \hfill (7)

When plotting $E_{\text{ads}}^{\text{def}}(0 \rightarrow q)$ versus $E_{\text{ads}}^{\text{rel}}(q)$ in Figure 3e, a much clearer linear correlation is observed. Here, the fitted intercept and slope are $a = -3.56$ eV and $b = -0.54$, respectively. This suggests that charging effects can even be described by linear scaling relations across different surface chemistries and bonding patterns, provided that only specific charge-related additive contributions are considered.

**Correlation between work of charging and chemisorption: physical interpretation**

The linear coefficients of the observed correlations can be given a physical meaning as well. Firstly, the $x$-intercept ($E_{\text{ads}}^{\text{rel}}(q) = -a/b$, where $E_{\text{ads}}^{\text{def}}(0 \rightarrow q) = 0$) defines the lowest work of charging required to induce any stimulation of chemisorption. It can be thought of as a threshold charging energy of sorts. On one hand, adsorption at defect sites is comparatively easier to stimulate, as effects can already be observed when $E_{\text{ads}}^{\text{rel}}(q) > -6.6$ eV, while adsorption at crystalline $h$-BN sites needs $E_{\text{ads}}^{\text{rel}}(q) > -4.0$ eV. On the other hand, the slope $b$ is a measure of the efficiency by which the work of charging is transferred to adsorption stimulation, i.e., its absolute value is the fraction of the work of charging that is recovered as chemisorption energy. Once past the threshold charging energy, adsorption is *stimulated much*
more efficiently at crystalline sites: \( |b| \approx 1 \), so almost all of the additionally supplied work of charging directly stimulates adsorption, while about half of that energy is lost if adsorption occurs at defect sites.

From these linear relations, some general principles can be deduced. The cost to charge a particular material can be reduced through strategic doping which, however, also reduces the binding strength on the surface sites of interest. Moreover, different chemical (or possibly structural) surface features on a charged material exhibit a different efficiency by which they convert the work of charging into enhancement of the adsorption process. As such, the value of our observed correlations becomes clear: linear scaling relations connect the properties of different material compositions, offering a simple roadmap towards the discovery and optimization of new materials with particular electrocatalytic properties. It must be mentioned that there appears to be some evidence that our conclusions will hold among a wider range of materials: easy-to-charge narrow-gap materials generally exhibit weaker charge-enhance binding than wide-gap materials, or need larger charge densities to achieve similar binding. However, a direct comparison across literature studies is not possible due to inconsistencies in many computational setups. Differences in the relative charging energy can be experimentally probed by measuring the required applied potential in an electrostatic gating procedure to achieve a certain charge state.

We note that, strictly speaking, our analysis only applies at fixed charge density. However, it has been suggested that the work of charging and the charge density are linearly correlated as well, which implies that our conclusions will hold for energies of charging to arbitrary densities. Of course, any previously reported correlations between charge densities, work of charging, or adsorption energies were strictly within a single system; here, we have shown
how such relations extend across different materials. Experiments have also pointed to the existence of electron-induced surface chemistry.\textsuperscript{40}

**Excess electrons stabilize most defects**

The formation energies for the defects discussed in the manuscript are collected in Table 2 for neutral sheets. These values closely match those reported by Huang & Lee for V\textsubscript{B} (7.65 eV), V\textsubscript{N} (8.47 eV), C\textsubscript{N} (~4.4 eV), and C\textsubscript{B} (1.76 eV) under the same (N-rich) conditions, which were also calculated with HSE06.\textsuperscript{37}

Table 2: Defect formation energies $E_{\text{form}}^{\text{def}}$ in neutral ($E_{\text{form}}^{\text{def}}(0)$) and charged ($E_{\text{form}}^{\text{def}}(q)$) h-BN sheets. The relative charging energies of the defects systems are also reported for convenience of the reader. (All energies in eV.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect</th>
<th>$E_{\text{form}}^{\text{def}}(0)$</th>
<th>$E_{\text{form}}^{\text{def}}(q)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V\textsubscript{B}</td>
<td>-6.95</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V\textsubscript{N}</td>
<td>-2.55</td>
<td>5.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B\textsubscript{N}</td>
<td>-4.72</td>
<td>4.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N\textsubscript{B}</td>
<td>-2.65</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C\textsubscript{N}</td>
<td>-3.93</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C\textsubscript{B}</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O\textsubscript{N}</td>
<td>-0.86</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V\textsubscript{B}-3H</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We note that the value of $E_{\text{form}}^{\text{def}}(q)$ for defect systems has an additional physical meaning; it also corresponds to the change in defect formation energy upon charging. Indeed, the change in defect formation energy due to charging can be written as

$$E_{\text{form}}^{\text{def}}(q) - E_{\text{form}}^{\text{def}}(0) = (E_{\text{form}}^{\text{def}}(q) - E_{\text{pristine}}^{\text{def}}(q)) - (E_{\text{form}}^{\text{def}}(0) - E_{\text{pristine}}^{\text{def}}(0)).$$  (8)
Because the relative charging energy for each system is defined relative to that of the pristine h-BN sheet, we also have the following expression for the relative charging energy of the defect system:

\[
E_{\text{rel,def}}^C(q) = E_{\text{def}}^C(q) - E_{\text{def}}^C(0) - (E_{\text{pristine}}^C(q) - E_{\text{pristine}}^C(0)),
\]  

(9)

and combination of the two expressions leads to

\[
E_{\text{form}}^\text{def}(q) - E_{\text{form}}^\text{def}(0) = E_{\text{rel,def}}^C(q).
\]  

(10)

Therefore, the relative charging energy of a doped or defected sheet is equal to the absolute (de)stabilization of said defect upon charging.

Because \( E_{\text{rel}}^C(q) < 0 \) in most considered cases, it can be inferred that negative charging promotes the formation of these point defects, which can also be seen by comparing \( E_{\text{form}}^\text{def}(0) \), \( E_{\text{form}}^\text{def}(q) \), and \( E_{\text{rel,def}}^C(q) \) in Table 2. A reversal in relative stabilities of the defects is induced upon charging: while C\(_B\), O\(_N\), and V\(_B\)-3H are the most stable in the neutral sheet, charging results in V\(_B\), C\(_N\), and V\(_B\)-3H becoming the most favorable defects, all with formation energies below 0.5 eV. While only for V\(_B\)-3H we find \( E_{\text{form}}^\text{def} < 1.0 \) eV at zero charge, this is already the case for six of the defects upon charging. This fact could perhaps be exploited to stimulate the synthesis of specific defects. Evidently, these conclusions are quantitatively valid only for the specific charge states and systems sizes considered here.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We here report the first ever linear scaling relation for charge-modulated gas adsorption on 2D nanomaterials. Electron injection is associated with a material-specific charging energy \( E_C(q) \), which is linearly correlated with the CO\(_2\) adsorption energy \( E_{\text{ads}}(q) \) on the charged
material. A generalized form of the scaling relation—between $E_c(q)$ and the adsorption enhancement due to charging $E_{\text{ads}}(0 \rightarrow q)$—also holds across different materials and bonding patterns. These relations describe the threshold charging energy required to observe charge-stimulated adsorption in a class of materials, and the efficiency by which additional work of charging is converted into improved chemisorption beyond this point. $E_c(q)$ of a given material can be effectively controlled by doping or defect engineering and is a new vector along which surface chemistry can be tuned, allowing to identify or design materials with specific charge-response properties.

Moreover, we find that the predicted value of $E_c(q)$, and consequently $E_{\text{ads}}(q)$, is very sensitive to the applied DFT functional; previous investigations of charge-modulated adsorption have relied on semilocal DFT, and therefore might have reported energies in error by up to 1 eV relative to hybrid DFT. Besides their technological potential, charged nanomaterials are therefore also an intriguing challenge for computational materials science, and will likely be a useful test case for new quantum chemical approaches. However, the relative performance of different model chemistries are a manifestation of deeper principles and can hence also reveal of actual physical relevance, as demonstrated here.

These results further confirm that charge-switchable surface chemistry is a powerful technology which can play an important role in environmental applications such as gas capture, storage, and conversion. The fundamental principles unraveled in this work will help lead the way to applications as well as have an impact on theory.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Dependence of the vacuum electrostatic potential on the use of periodic boundary conditions and graphical representations of different adsorption complexes along with their key geometric parameters.
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